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So many of you have had some rug yarn made by us or someone else. Sometimes you wonder... 

now what the heck do I do with it? Well- here is another idea. 

Have you seen the "Pouf" Ottomans out there for a whopping $700 ?? We have and thought why 

not try and make one. They will take you one or two nights to make. Nice for yourself or gifts!  

This pattern will make a Pouf that is about 21-22 inches wide by about 12" tall - it can go larger 

depending on how you stuff it. This was made with 125 yards of rug yarn- we used a white 

alpaca and wool that we wrapped with Sari Silk.  

Materials: 

1- 125 yards of rug yarn - many mills make them in this size- Spinderellas are 150- 300 yards so 

can make a larger pouf 

1 set of US #19 circular knitting needles   



Batting or Stuffing 

Stretchy Material to make the case to hold the stuffing, or you can get a pillow case if you want - 

but it has to be stretchy! 

Garter Stitch -= knit every row 

Wrap Stitch = bring yarn to front , slip the next stitch purl wise to the right needle ( do not knit 

it) , bring yarn to the back, slip stitch back to the left hand needle ( do not knit it) turn 

Directions 

Cast on 18 stitches. 

Always slip the 1st stitch in each row. Knit VERY LOOSELY! We always tell our customers 

you have to be comatose to knit with Rug or Squishy Yarn if you want it to lay right. 

Work 2 rows in Garter stitch 

Repeat these rows for 50 inches or until you have about 2 yards of yarn left  

* Knit up to , but not including the last 3 stitches , wrap 1 stitch, turn 

   Knit up to , but not including the last 3 stitches , wrap 1 stitch, turn 

   Knit 6 stitches, wrap one stitch, turn 

   Knit 6 stitches, wrap one stitch, turn 

   Knit to end. 

   Knit one row * 

BIND OFF VERY LOOSELY!!! 

Take the rug yarn, or another heavy duty yarn , sew the cast on and bind off edges together. This 

is the side of the bag. 

Sew the top of the Pouf - by sewing a gathering stitch through all stitches and gather it tightly- 

weave end. 

Leave the top open for stuffing. 

Stuff your Pouf with batting or bean bag pellets, but 1st make a "pillow" case to fit inside of the 

pouf so it does not  lose  the stuffing due to the larger holes in the knitting. You can use a pillow 

case that has been already made, if you do you will need to use a king size made from stretchy 

material. 



Take another length of yarn Sew the bottom of the Pouf - by sewing a gathering stitch through all 

stitches and gather it tightly- weave in ends- 

ENJOY!!!!  

 

Our grandson and a few dogs chillin’ and watching a movie.  


